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CLUB MEETINGS
April 2019
4th

Peter Fairs - My happy
farmer’s life - crops, cricket
and creativity

Host/VoT David Priest
11th

Peter Jones on Colchester
Trams

Host/VOT Peter Powell
18th

Mayor of Colchester, Cllr
Peter Chillingworth

Host/VOT Michael Jones
25th
Business Meeting
OoR

John Threlfall

Ducks
Galore
It’s nearly here
again!!!
The great
Colchester Duck
Race. It’s bigger!
It’s better!
It’s on 25th May at
Castle Park…..get
your ducks now.

May 2019
2nd

Anne Lipscomb Living
with Motor Neurone
Disease
Host/VOT Rodney Partington.
9th May Sam Good & Peter Scopes
on - Our Colchester - the
Future
Host/VOT Ray Gamble
16th

Jasmine Taylor, World
Championship Telemark
Skier

Host/VOT Dominic Pape.
23rd
Business Meeting & AGM
OoR

Richard Pearce

30th
Guest night Neil Pawsey,
Digital Technology and Crossrail.
Holiday Inn, Eight Ash Green

Food for Thought!
District Governor Lesley Sulley joined one of our
Jamie's Ministry of Food sessions for young carers
in March.
As well as helping the youngsters prepare Jamie
Oliver’s Cracking Burgers and winter coleslaw,
our DG proved a dab hand at washing up!
She said: "Very many thanks for allowing me to
join the Young Carers cookery class. I was
extremely impressed with the whole set up and
how brilliant you were with the youngsters. I
really do think it is a great project and hopefully it
will continue to grow throughout Rotary."
For a full report see page 6.
Left: DG Lesley. Below: 1240 District Governor
Lesley Sulley is pictured with, left to
right, Shelagh and John Powell, Rotary Club of
Colchester, Peter Powell (back) Jenny Aldir, VP
Michael and Irene.
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GUEST RAMBLINGS - Louis Thorp

EDITORIAL

Evolution or Extinction? Your choice.

Editors: Jo Portway
& Colin Bennett
I’m worried about wishing
wells.
I read in the papers recently
that ‘real money’ (i.e. cash) is
on its way out probably in
2-5 years. Can you tell me
what you do now when you
want to toss a coin down a
wishing well to make your
dearest wish come true? Or
into the Trevi fountain? It
won’t be the same lowering a
bucket down a well with
your debit card, or paddling
in a fountain to find your
Visa card…..
And what about robbers?
How are they going to
survive? “Give us yer
money” will now elicit the
response “Do you take
American Express?” My
grandchildren will be so
upset - they get all the loose
change for sweets and treats
and the youngest ones like
feeding coins into their
money box and emptying
them out again and again.
And tell me how would you
‘spend a penny’ (which is
usually 50p or a £1 anyway)?
And there’s more…the tooth
fairy, a penny for the guy,
charity collections. It’s more
difficult to get rid of it than it
is to keep it.
To whom do I complain?
We have our much heralded
Forum - The Way Forward
meeting this month and I
have high hopes that we’ll
come up with some amazing
ideas and sensible solutions.
We celebrate 45 years as a
club this year, still have some
of our original members and
some fabulous younger,
eager members. We’re not in
bad shape for middle age but
we need to keep exercising
our brains to make sure we
stay in tip top condition.
Report back next month.
Jo

For those of you who read Irene Kettle’s ‘Guest Ramblings’ in February’s issue of OD,
will remember she referred to the positive ‘Actions’ that we as
Forum are achieving at the start of this year. Forum Rotary Club is
and always has been a very active club and always provides
excellent fellowship and enjoyment for members over the past 45
years. So, let us embrace younger professionals so that they can
also share in the enjoyment we have experienced as Rotarians. To
do this the Club must evolve and not stagnate. Over the last three
years, our membership has reduced from 54 to 43, with 9 Retirees,
5 deaths and unfortunately, we have only attracted 3 new members.
Regrettably this situation has arisen, not only in our club but
throughout Rotary, because of the average age of our membership.
Unless this situation is reversed, and sooner than later, we will not have a Club or even
Rotary within 10 years.
In my opinion, if Forum is to survive, the Club must evolve. We must attract younger
professionals by fitting into their time frame out of working hours, and yet retain the
valued and experienced long-term members, who have made up the backbone of the
Club over previous years. It will be no easy fix, but with an enthusiastic and concerted
effort on the part of the whole membership and some tolerance and understanding that
things will change, we will, I am sure, succeed.
Over the past 10 years, I have tried many different ways of attracting new members
into Forum, with limited results. Mainly the most common problem for them not
joining has been the time and type of weekly meetings, as this does not fit the modern
work ethos. If we were to adopt a system of two lunch meetings, which would satisfy
most of our current members, and two early evening meetings without a meal, I think
we could attract younger professionals. We should give time to understanding the
younger generation and understand how changes in society affect them. How
technology has given them the opportunity to customise nearly everything in their
lives. It is therefore important that we also embrace Social Media and use it as our
main contact with the general public.
We would hope that our ‘older members’ would attend the evening meetings and to
save extra meetings we could use the 4th Thursday evening meeting to have ‘Break
out’ sessions to discuss the various projects that the Club is involved in, with a precis
given at the end by each session, to the whole membership, by the Co-ordinator of
each Stream of Activity. Perhaps we should all ask ourselves the question, “Do we
wish to share the enjoyment and fellowship, that is the very essence of Forum, with
new younger members by embracing evolution, or do we remain as we are and for the
Club to go our existence within the next 10 years?”
I am sure with a little open mindedness and co-operation, we will succeed in
promoting the high ideals of service, that has always been the aim of Forum over past
years. Do make sure you come to the ‘Future of Forum’ meeting on Tuesday 9th April
and have your say on our future.
Louis
DIARY DATES:
9th April
5th April
April 2019
4th May
12th May
20th May
27th May
30th May
June 2019
1-5th June
13th June
22nd June
30th June
25th Oct
12/14/19/21 Nov
27th Nov

The Future of Forum
18.00 District Quiz. Hamptons Sports and Social Club, Chelmsford
RYLA
Murder Mystery Night, Stanway Hall
10K Race with Trinity
09.30 - 12.00 Junior Youth Speaks, Colchester Town Hall Chamber.
Duck Race
19.30 - 22.00 Guests’s evening. Colchester Golf Club - Speaker Neill
Pawsey - Digital Technology and Crossrail.
Careers Talks
Rotary International Convention, Hamburg, Germany
Club Assembly
Tea Party in aid of 500 Miles at Julie Morehen’s homes
Handover from Michael to Michael at his home.
4 clubs dinner at Community Stadium in aid of ‘Eradication of Polio’
Choir competition heats - prov.
Choir competition final - prov.
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Chris Farnell - Crime Scene Investigation by Peter Powell
A boring job made sexy by TV. One wonders how many other humdrum careers
could be glamourised and made cutting edge by a good tv director. After all baking
cakes has been as hyped as the Olympics! That’s at least what I thought BUT:On 7th March we had Chris Farnell, a retired CSI officer, explain what the job was
really like, at least during the time he was doing it. He explained he had started in
1979 and one of his earliest and most vital tasks was to learn how to photograph
crime scenes. Apparently you could not just whip out an iphone (other devices are
available) and snap away. He had for most of his career to use a plate camera on a
tripod with a back cover over the camera and his head. You’ve seen it in old movies and quite probably some
of your wedding photographs may have been carried out that way. Not that I am implying your wedding was
the scene of a crime.
Having taken the black and white photograph on a plate he would then have to return to the HQ in
Chelmsford to develop the print. Things were not made easier by the introduction of colour film because
although the cameras were less rudimentary the film had to be sent to London for development and the
Courts were reluctant to accept the photograph as evidence unless in the photograph was a colour chart the
original of which could be produced in court to show that the photo accurately reflected true colours.
Chris’s career finished before digital photography became the norm and he pondered the evidential difficulty
that such photography might create.
He showed us crime scene photographs of fingerprints, cannabis, car crashes,
diesel tanks, assault victims and an arson scene and in the latter case invited
us to guess, from the photograph, how the fire had started (Answer: a
disgruntled employee who had been sacked or “fired” as he said to groans).
Clearly the job was very technical and in some night scenes required a 2
minute exposure which, of course, would be spoilt by any third party
movement during that time.
Chris, in retirement, runs the Essex Police museum in Chelmsford which might perhaps be worth a ‘Tindall
Tour’ sometime as our appetite for the seamier side of Essex was truly whetted
Certainly my opening para regarding a boring job was wholly misplaced in view of the excellent talk which
was very much enjoyed by us all as was the vote of thanks from Richard Porter who reminisced about his
own criminal activities.
****************************************************************************************************************
KIT HUGHES RETIRES FROM FORUM
Kit announced that he will be retiring from the Club and he
thanked all members for their friendship over 38 years.
VP Michael thanked Kit for his ‘service above self’ and said
he will always be welcome at any function.
Thanks and love Kit for all you have done in Rotary and
elsewhere and we wish you well.

Kit seen here with our Polio fund-raising
bear…. and sharing a chat with David
Priest
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Harvey Faerestrand - My life as a Doctor reported by Jo Portway
Harvey graduated from Aberdeen
University in 1978 but actually started his
doctor’s life before that as he was eligible
to do hospital locums from the previous
summer. He then did one year as a
Houseman in Aberdeen Royal infirmary
before doing 3 more years training, 2
more years in a hospital post & then one
year in general practice as a trainee to
become a GP. “This was really the
beginning of training to be a GP as before
you could go straight into practice”.
In 1982 he started as a full-time GP in Clacton-on-Sea
joining 4 other partners with a combined list of about
10,500 patients, one main surgery and 2 branch
surgeries. The main surgery was a detached house in the
centre of Clacton with a converted garage and extension
as the waiting room, reception and records office and
three ground floor rooms as consulting rooms with
another one upstairs. One branch surgery was a semidetached bungalow in Nayland on a council housing
estate and the other was in the community hall in West
Clacton/Jaywick - neither had a telephone! There was a
community hospital in Clacton looked after by the local
GPs which had a minor injuries unit, 2 general
wards and a 6 bed paediatric ward & a separate
maternity unit.
Due to the out of hours commitment you had to
live within a 10 mile radius of the main surgery
and so he often encountered patients when out
and about and told us an anecdote about one
such encounter with hilarious results.
Harvey was full of good ideas to modernise the
practice including getting the Lloyd George
notes in order, employing a practice nurse and
quickly learning the art of compromise and
diplomacy. It was at this stage he learnt that a
baby Belling cooker makes a very cheap but
good steriliser as well as being able to heat up
your pies and pastries for lunch! In 1987 all the original
partners had retired and so Harvey became the senior
partner with five others doctors and many things began
to change around this time. In the early 90s they bought
the house next to the main surgery and converted them
both into a more suitable purpose-built surgery and
gradually closed the branch surgeries. They also
modernised their staffing structure.
In 1990 general practice had its first contract change
imposed by the government in order to stimulate
competition in general practice, reduce
health spending and with a role for the
private sector. This was the first time
targets were introduced but only for
cervical smears and immunisations as
well as health checks for over 75‘s.
Harvey said they briefly had fundholding
in ’97 to ’99 before the major contract change occurred
in 2004 with the introduction of the ever-changing
quality and outcomes framework known as QOF, which
resulted in major changes to funding streams for general
practice and initially included multiple targets in 146
areas! One of the major changes was that they no longer

had to provide out of hours care and hence
the other out of hours providers were
spawned.
There were also changes to the NHS
organisation that oversaw GPs. Initially it
was called the family practitioner committee
with responsibility for all Essex and in 1999
it became Primary Care Groups with
responsibility for about 100,000 patients. In
2006 it became Primary Care Trusts with
responsibility for about 300,000 patients.
Harvey served on both these committees.
Finally in 2013 these were replaced by clinical
commissioning groups just as he retired. Another change
that occurred during his time was the advent of
appraisals in 2002 in which they had to do 50 hours per
year of personal study and write it up and then have an
appraisal meeting with one of the specially trained
appraisers once a year for about three hours.
Computerisation caught up on them as well and
gradually all practices became computerised which had
its good and bad points. Now all results of tests will be
received online as well as electronic prescriptions and
arranging appointments among other things.
Needless to say there have been great advances
in medicine in general including advances in
diagnostic tests and in treatment of conditions some examples of which are very well
known to this club.
Harvey said during his 30 years he
was very involved in all aspects of
running the practice for many of its
modern lighting features. He enjoyed
dealing with patients and their
problems medical and non-medical and
developed a particular interest in end of life care
and learning disabilities. He was also able to
become an expert in accounting procedures
(Kevin Sturdy at this point nominated him as a
future club accounts person!). Harvey ended by saying
he found his career had been extremely rewarding.
All of these changes had a definite effect on general
practice over the years and Harvey believes when he
started the general practice was in its heyday and often
he had 40 or more applications for any vacancy but now
if you receive one you feel as if you have won the
lottery. Salaried and part-time partners are now much
more the norm with not many wanting to be a partner.
Harvey retired at 60 but most of his local peers are
retiring in their 50s. He is well aware that the face of
general practice has changed a lot in his 30 years of
working as a GP and, in his opinion, it is irrevocable but
it has to be remembered that everything changes over
time.
After many questions including one from John T who
felt today’s picture for GP’s is a discouraging one and
Harvey noted that it may take a full 9 years before there
will be an increase in doctor numbers but the future will
improve things, one from Ivan on pensions and one from
Robert on bedside manner (!) followed by a vote of
thanks from VP Michael Jones. As ever, our ‘in-house ‘
speaker came up trumps as witnessed by the heartfelt
thanks to Harvey.
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David Priest - Winsleys Almshouses in Colchester Host by Jo Portway
The presentation was made by our own David Priest as well as general manager of
Winsley’s, Serena Cobden.
‘Winsley’s’ is now 290 years old. Arthur Winsley was a wealthy Colchester land
owner, Mayor of Colchester in 1721 and an Alderman of Colchester. He died
without heirs in 1727 and donated his entire fortune to the foundation of twelve
charity houses. Originally just the twelve Almshouses, (and chapel) for ‘Twelve
Ancient Men (0ver 60), that have lived well, and fallen into decay’, this amount has
subsequently grown considerably. It’s known that wives of those 12 were originally
evicted on the death of their husband. Needless to say, this is not the case today!
‘Kendall’s Almshouses’ were developed for the habitation of these widows. Over
the years, the Almshouses have been added to as a result of a number of bequests
and endowments and other gifts. Although there were once 88, there are now 80 as a result of improvements, resulting
in the merging of some properties in order to offer a better standard of accommodation. The income from his land was
to go towards maintaining the houses.
Winsley’s benefaction had included a weekly stipend of 2s. 6d. for each of the almsmen, 36 bu. of coal a year, and, on
New Year’s Day, a sermon in the almshouse chapel followed by a dinner. The stipend rose to 10s. in 1879, but was
reduced when income was insufficient to meet
expenditure, and was finally discontinued in
1956. The gift of coal ceased in 1958. The
sermon continued in 1987, but the New Year
dinners were replaced in 1873 by gifts of 3s. to
each almsman, changed to 25pence in 1972. In
1986, the residents paid weekly contributions
towards maintenance, hot water, and central
heating.
In 1811, the charity bought Barn Hall farm,
adjacent to Brickhouse farm. Parts of it were sold in 1899 and 1931, and the remainder in 1945.
The land of Brickhouse farm was sold for building between 1893 and 1914; the southern part of
the farmhouse, which had been separated from the almshouses and used to house the tenant
farmers, was demolished in 1966.
So there are now 80 almshouses, a Chapel and also a small adjoining Club room, which also
houses the Office to the Charity.
In following terms of the Will, a sermon is preached at an annual service held on the first working
day in the New Year. In his will, Arthur Winsley directed that seven trustees whom he nominated
should administer the Charity. Those trustees are currently: Irene Kettle, Philip George, Simon Pinion, Dr David Priest,
Andrew Waters and Dr Bill Ward.
The properties are of varying ages and the Trustees aim to continue to maintain these to a high standard making
improvements to modernise where practical and affordable.
There is a mix of accommodation, including one and two bedroom houses, bungalows and flats. Residents use their own
furniture to equip their property to their own taste.
Residents pay no rent but are required to make a fixed monthly contribution to maintenance and heating costs (WMC).
This is set by the Trustees and is subject to an annual review each November.
All homes have emergency alarms with pull cords monitored by the General Manager, Maintenance Supervisor and
Helpline.
The site provides beautiful outdoor lawns which have benches and a picnic area so that residents can enjoy the pleasant
weather outdoors. There is also very limited parking available.
There is a range of activities for residents, who are encouraged to organise and become involved in the social life of the
Winsley’s community.
Serena said they understand the importance of bringing everyone together during the festive period and therefore
organise a special lunch for all of the Winsley’s residents at the Marks Tey Hotel in December. It’s a wonderful way to
share the joys of the holiday season with each other.
Other activities organised by residents include, bingo and quiz nights which take place in the Chapel. The Charity is
also funds a summer event.
Serena’s job involves management, accounts and a lot of time helping those facing social isolation who need particular
attention.
Questions to Serena and David included i) how they help overcome social isolation, ii) how the £1 million
redevelopment costs were met (from capital and maintenance costs paid by the residents as well as gift donations and
selling off land), and also iii) how are the residents chosen (though Home Choice, CBC housing system). Further a
question was asked about ‘disruptive tenants’ and we were told they go through a series of ‘warnings’ before being
evicted if no other alternative can be found.
Vice President Michael, in his vote of thanks, said he had known the almshouses all his life and how fascinating that
wealth which was donated so long ago and identified for a particular use is still doing so much good today. David and
Serena were given a rousing round of thanks and applause.
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Food For Thought
Cooking with friends by Irene Kettle
Our latest Jamie’s Ministry of Food course for young carers has got off
to an eventful start, but after four weeks, it is great to be cooking with
Chris
friends from Colchester Club and helping young carers.
demonstrating the
We have received a very warm welcome at our new venue, St Helena
method
School, and Essex County Council have embraced our partnership,
delivering (very) young carers eager to have fun and learn about food.
We have had a few hiccups: an evacuation after a fire alarm elsewhere
in the school, a gas leak off site which threatened to stop us cooking
and an unplanned three-week gap in the course because of major
construction work over-running. Nevertheless, the youngsters are
enjoying themselves and the council team are already pressing for the course to
be extended into other towns across the county.
For me, a highlight has been each week having a
different two representatives from Colchester Club,
including President Colin Brodie, observing and
helping; they have certainly thrown themselves into
the FFT concept! As someone once said: “Great
things happen when good people come together.” We
are witnessing it every week.
The core team of Peter Powell and Jenny Aldir have
been joined at various times by Lynne Lloyd, Michael Jones, Chris Hill and new
recruits Harvey Faerestrand and Julia Harding. Jenny has also taken on responsibility for the weekly shop.
This is a ten-week course. So far, we have made soup with soda bread, poached and scrambled eggs and
pancakes, pizza and meatballs with pasta.
One of our sessions coincided with National Young Carers
Awareness Day so I presented goodie bags of treats to our
students. They will receive their prized Jamie Oliver
certificates at the end of the course and we are also looking
forward to a
visit from DG
Lesley Sulley
in the next few weeks.
If you haven’t had chance to see this project in action and would
like to spend an evening up to your elbows in washing up water,
please get in touch.
Some of the team
A thought about food:
After the second week of the course, I lost my Rotary photo ID
badge, so I used an old one from work for week three. One of the youngsters interrupted the session and
announced: “That’s a different badge”. “What’s different?” I asked. “You were young then” came the reply.
Out of the mouths of babes... Never work with children and animals...?

Cooking up a storm
Louis Thorp, almost back to full strength, seen here hard at work at St
Helena’s helping out with the Food for Thought (Ministry of Food)
Forum project. Looks delicious Louis - keep up the
good work!
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by Marilyn Ward

The chosen meeting place for our lunch on March 21st, chosen by Rachel, was Il
Padrino’s restaurant in Church Steret, Colchester. Pauline recalled having visited the
premises under a previous incarnation when it was the ‘Cameo’, where she treated her
grandchildren to fish fingers and chips. Il Padrino’s – the Godfather – opened in 2013
and offers a wide and varied range of genuine Italian dishes. We were seated
downstairs in what was originally an old wine cellar. Original features of this were
still visible including the bare brick walls and the ramp down which the wine casks would have been rolled.
It would be interesting to know more of the history of the building. It was good to welcome Geraldine back
from her travels in Sri Lanka in one piece having tried out her new knees on two mountains.
As usual most of us chose a light lunch followed by coffee and then the fun started! Inner Wheelers appear to
be very inventive when it comes to using various fruits and nuts and combining them with wine and alcohol.
If you fancy a recipe for a version of limoncello or a delicious drink for Christmas we can provide it. The
latter drink has to be prepared well in advance and is a novel way of celebrating July 14th. It is then allowed
to mature in time for Christmas. A very informative session to bring our gathering to an end. Thank you
Rachel for finding another new venue to offer us a new enjoyable experience
Birthdays:
April 4.
April 29.
May 23 .

Geraldine Russell
Chris Hill
Rachel Hills

Diana Amie Rawlinson
We were all saddened to hear of the death on March 6th of Di
Rawlinson, the widow of Peter Rawlinson, a founder member of
Forum Rotary Club. Di was a stalwart of Inner Wheel for many years
and served as President in 1982-83. She will be remembered as
someone with a larger than life personality, always smiling, even in
later years when she was less mobile.
She was widowed in 1998 and then grieved the loss of her son Sam in
2016. Family was all important to her as was evident by the many
photos of her children, Penny, Sally and Julia, her grandchildren and
great-grandchildren which surrounded her. The family have invited
everyone to attend a celebration of Di’s life and to dress in bright
clothes to reflect Di’s cheery and positive outlook on life.

AWARDS GALORE!
Andrew Crayston and Colin Bennett were finalists in the 2018 District 1240 Tennis
Competition beating Alan Tindall and Peter Powell. Andrew Crayston and Michael Jones
won their awards for District Golf.
Andrew and Michael

Colin, Andrew& Michael

Alan T & Andrew
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Mock Job Interviews in every school in 1985
I am indebted to David Jones for finding and passing on
this blast from the past.
“We started mock job interviews in 1985 to coincide
with Industry Year and managed to conduct interviews
in all secondary schools in the town. We covered 10
schools and managed to involve virtually every member
of the Club.
Having completed this mammoth task we asked the
other 2 clubs in the town (Colchester Club and Trinity)
to share the schools with us. This arrangement got off to
a good start but the other
clubs, unfortunately, soon
dropped out.
It is interesting to think
that we have been doing
this for 34 years”.
David Jones

LIFE’S TOO SHORT
Dust if you must but wouldn't it be better,
To paint a picture or write a letter,
Bake a cake or plant a seed,
Ponder the difference between want and need?
Dust if you must, but there's not much time,
With rivers to swim and mountains to climb,
Music to hear and books to read,
Friends to cherish and a life to lead.
Dust if you must, but the world's out there,
With the sun in your eyes, the wind in your hair,
A flutter of snow, a shower of rain.
This day will not come 'round again.
Dust if you must, but bear in mind,
Old age will come and it's not always kind.
And when you go and go you must,
You, yourself, will make more dust.
Anon

Complimentary Teas
or Filter Coffees*

Exclusive Offer for Obiter Dicta Readers:

FREE Tea or
Filter Coffee

1886

Peartree Road, Stanway, Colchester, CO3 0LA

01206 765444 www.hatfields.com

Valid at Café 1886 in Hatfields Main Store.
Choose either a filter coffee or breakfast tea. Expires 30.04.2019

